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The following is a proof  of the strong form of the Sperner lemma. 
Sperner's lemma is equivalent o Brouwer's theorem and can be used 
to prove that an r-simplex has dimension r in the e-covering sense 
[1-3]. The proof  uses a "search" technique which may be useful for prov- 
ing other similar theorems by induction. 
Let T n = (ao . . . . .  an) be an n-simplex and K n be a triangulation of  its 
closure. By a labeling of  K ~ we mean a function L(ei) which assigns to 
each vertex ei of  the triangulation K ~ a vertex of  its carrier L(eO ~ T n. 
An n-simplex of  such a labeled triangulation Ti n ---- (eo, ..., en) is said 
to be complete if the vertices L(eO, i ~ 0 . . . .  , n are distinct. 
THE STRONG SPERNER LEMMA. Any labeled triangulation K n o f  T n 
contains an odd number o f  complete n-simplices. 
PROOF: We will prove this by induction. For n = 1 it is obvious. 
Assuming the proposit ion true for less than n dimensions we look at 
the face (e0 ..... en_l ) of  T n. This face is triangulated and labeled prop- 
erly and so contains an odd number of complete n -- 1 simplices, 
with labels eo,... ,  en-l.  Let (ao ..... an-l) be one such n - 1 simplex; 
it is the face of  an n-simplex of  K n. Let the other vertex of  the n-simplex 
be an. I f  L(an) ---- en then we have a complete n-simplex and we stop the 
chain. I f  L(an) = ei for i < n then we have an n-simplex with two verti- 
ces with the same label. Let L(ao) ---- L(an); then (al . . . . .  an) is a complete 
(n -- 1)-simplex with no vertex labeled en. Again it is the face of  an 
n-simplex in K ~ which is formed by adding the vertex an+~ * ao 9 Again 
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we have either a complete n-simplex or two vertices with the same label. 
Keeping a~+l and dropping one of the previously acquired vertices, 
we again obtain a complete (n -- 1)-simplex. We continue this process 
and establish a chain of n-simplices each with n distinct labels. The chain 
will not cover the same n-simplex twice; since both approaches to a given 
n-simplex in the chain are included, the first n-simplex covered twice 
would have to be the n-simplex we started with. This n-simplex, though, 
lies on the boundary of T n and the only way it could be covered a second 
time by the chain is for the chain to recover the second n-simplex first. 
Therefore the chain ends after a finite number of n-simplices. There are 
only two ways for the chain to end. One is by encountering a complete 
n-simplex. The other is by landing on a face of T ~. The only face of T ~ 
that could contain a complete (n -- 1)-simplex that has no vertex la- 
beled en is (Co, ..., en-1). So we see that the complete (n -- 1)-simplices 
of the face (co ..... en-1) pair off into pairs that are connected by the 
type of chains described above. But an odd number of them start chains 
which end in complete n-simplices. Similarly a chain starting from a 
complete n-simplex, starting with the face that has no vertex labeled e~, 
will end either on the face (e0 ..... e~_l) or at another complete n-simplex. 
So the n-simplices pair off into pairs connected by chains except for the 
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ones connected to the face opposite n 9 The number  which are connected 
to this face we know is odd; therefore the total number of complete 
n-simplices in K n is odd. 
Figure 1 illustrates the process of the above proof. 
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